NBI@20: STRONGER TOGETHER

Twenty years of NBI provides the opportunity to reflect on what has been achieved since 1999 – the mutual trust that has been built, Member States have since been working together, developing technical tools and identifying investment opportunities. These are the achievements:

JOINT INVESTMENT: FOR TRANSFORMING LIVES AND SUSTAINING THE ENVIRONMENT

Joint investment projects that, like the Nile itself, span across national borders, play an integral part in achieving not only water security, but also food and energy security, eradicating poverty in the Nile Basin.

6.5 B US$ Accumulated investment volume of all finalised projects

3 Centres enable NBI to leverage its unique potentials

Investment projects
- identification 17 stage
- pre-feasibility 18 study stage
- feasibility 11 study stage
- 84
- 7 operational
- 8 under implementation
- 23 prepared

1 Vision that brings all Nile Basin countries together
10 Countries work together within the NBI
20 Years of constructive cooperation

CONFIDENCE & TRUST: NILE COOPERATION FOR REGIONAL TRANSFORMATION

Joint institutions and dialogue platforms contribute to a culture of dialogue, building mutual trust and confidence within the Nile Basin for regional transformation.

KNOWLEDGE & CAPACITY: EMPOWERING COUNTRIES AND PEOPLE TO MANAGE THEIR WATER RESOURCES EFFECTIVELY

Through capacity building, generation of policies and knowledge, the NBI supports the countries and people of the Nile Basin to better manage their shared water resources.

16 Strategies provide policy directions for NBI member countries
10,000 Knowledge products produced by NBI
30,000 People have benefited from capacity building activities through the NBI

Referat 2
referat2@bmz.bund.de

Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
Division 608
tel. +49 (0)30 5000-2858 (administrative office)

Referat 220
referat220@bmz.bund.de

Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development
Division 600
tel. +49 (0)30 5000-2634 (administrative office)

600-r@auswaertiges-amt.de
Division 600
Federal Foreign Office

Please address any questions or concerns to:
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